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“The period known as the New Beginning marks the beginning of 
a new era and spans three generations from the resurfacing from 
the sanctuary of the Prime Root caverns to present day times.” 
 

* * * 
 
2483   - Resurfacing from Prime Root sanctuary after Karavan go ahead.  
 - Take possession of desert lands. 
 - Imperial Dunes explored. First bricks of the city of Pyr laid behind the site where the embalmed 

body of Emperor Cerakos II is burned on a natural pyre. This pyre constitutes the main gate of 
the city.  

 - An annual feast is declared on the day of the pyre of Cerakos in memory of those whose perished 
during the Great Swarming 

 - Pyr is built around a water hole which offers natural fire barriers against kitin invasion. 
 - The tribe of the Barkers play a preponderant role in collecting the necessary raw materials for 

construction of the new capital. 
 - Leanon, the sister of Cerakos II, rules as Regent till Dexton, his son of three, comes of age. 
 - Karavan seal Prime Root entrances and forbid their opening. 
 - Fyros resume relations with Kamis. 
 - Black Faces Guild reformed, ancient guild of miners.  
 
[…] 
 
2485   - Karavan punish Fyros miners intent on reaching source of fire. Kamis intervene in favor of Fyros.  
 - Scholars question Karavan impuissance against kitin onslaughts during Great Swarming. 
 - Emergence of Guild of Elias. 
 - Frahar Towers explored, named after frahars who live there.  
 
[…] 
 
2487   - Arrival of first refugees from road of exodus leading from old lands opened by great Fyros 

traveling merchant, Oflovak Rydon. Welcome structure set up to promote integration of Fyros 
refugees in new society.  

 - Act of Integration allowing homins to rejoin their own civilization. 
 - Creation of  Safe Zone; camps of  Aegus, Kaemon, Sekovix, Phyxon and Galemus established to 

welcome and train Fyros refugees. 
 
[…] 
 
2489   - Great fighter Kalus Hym arrives from old lands with new methods of combat. He shared the road 

of the exodus with great fighters of other peoples collectively known as the guild of the Force of 
Fraternity. 

 - First outposts set up. 
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2490   - First signs of kitin presence on newfound lands.  
 - Pact of Mutual Assistance (PMA) signed by Leanon, Hoï-Cho, Yasson and Mac’Darrell to fight 

conjointly against kitins. 
 - Contingents of Fyros established on every continent. 
 - Guild of the Force of Fraternity embark on campaign (to 2492) of mixed homins to rid new homin 

lands of hostile kitins 
 
[…] 
 
2495   - The grand sage openly questions role of Karavan and the teachings of Jena. 
 - Multiracial Guild of Elias gains in popularity throughout homin lands. 
 - Kitins reappear but kept in check with new methods of combat handed down by the guild of Force 

of Fraternity. 
 
[…] 
 
2499   - Matis drive Tryker contingents out of Verdant Heights and go to war over Lagoons of Loria in 

Aeden Aqueous for water resources. 
 - Autumn War between Tryker and Matis. 
 - Dexton leads Fyros contingent to reinforce Tryker front. He passes through Zoraï lands where 

Mabreka warns him of the danger of all out warfare.  
 
[…] 
 
2502   - Dexton is proclaimed emperor with the death of Leanon. 
 
[…] 
 
2508   - Persecution of Fyros established in Matis dominions. 
  
 
[…] 
 
2525   - The descendants of the destitute multitudes who never found the rainbows in time, each day 

come to swell their populations.  
 

* * * 


